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Mallory I'm one girl. A girl who likes to pretend that she's someone else. Who likes to hide from a

world who won't let her. I'm one celebrity. I won a show by losing a bunch of weight. If I'd known the

price of winning, I never would have played. Now my body, which has regained some of its former

curves, is under a microscope. It feels like my identity is tied solely to the number on a scale. It was

one wrong number. I pretended to be someone I'm not and now? Now I'm in deep with two guys.

Deep in lust and deep in trouble. Jacob and Ares We're two guys. Two fabulously rich, self-made

friends. We share a dark past. We share an apartment now, and a business we've put our backs

and hearts into. We're going to share a future. When we see Mallory, with her vibrant red hair and

delicious, curvy body, everything we have is at risk. Can we share a woman? Two personalities.

Jacob is a storm, dark and churning. He's a powderkeg, ready to blow. Ares is relaxed, golden like

the summer sun. Cross him? He'll freeze you out. Two minds at odds, yet forever linked. Three lives

thrown together. Three mouths greedily seeking passion. Six hands that can't get enough. Twenty

toes peeking out from covers. A hundred reasons why this is a bad idea.
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I had read book one in this series and loved it, so it was great to see another book to come out. I

truly love the main characters in this story. It is truly good to see Jacob and Ares get out of their

comfort zone and take things to the next level. So smoking hot.Mallory Kline is a woman that is not

comfortable in her own skin. She is always trying to be something she is not. Of course this is what

has gotten her to the place she is at now, with these two hot men. She truly is living the dream.

Jacob and Aries are everything a woman could want. They have wealth, good looks and balance

each other out. There truly is not a boring moment. I do hope before this is all over with that Mallory

becomes comfortable being herself.Jacob and Ares seem to be at odds with each other. It has been

like this since they met Mallory. Jacob is worries about Mallory falling for Ares more and leaving him

behind. The truth is Jacob is scared of losing both. Ares is a little confused why Jacob is acting the

way he is acting. This hurts him deeply and he almost does something that could destroy his

relationship with Mallory and Jacob. Oh, donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t get me wrong Jacob is no saint. He

is doing something he knows he should not be doing and this could destroy everything he has built

with Ares.There is a lot going on in this book and truly me it gets pretty hot and heavy between

Jacob, Ares, and Mallory. You so will not be disappointed. I just love the route the relationship is

taking between these three.

Absolutely steaming, part two will have you thinking you're in heat, as the affair between Jacob,

Ares and Mallory heats up to boiling point and hotter. After an eye opener of a whirlwind trip to DC,

the trio are forced to take a good look at themselves and their relationship, and what's truly

important to them. When the possibility of loosing the two people he loves more than anyone in the

world, Jacob has to reflect on some of the choices he's made of late. When Mallory decides she has

to let the two men she's fallen for, into her heart and be honest with them as to who she truly is, all

hell breaks loose, when she answers her phone only to hear the voice of betrayal from her past. So

much heat going on it's surprising they haven't all combusted.Ms. Song not only knows how to spin

a tale, she knows how to keep your interest at peak levels. This is part two of a serial which truly

needs to be read in sequence, and most definitely one you won't want to miss out on. On pins and

needles waiting for part three!I received an ARC of this book in exchange for my honest review.

I thought the first Contestant was hot, was I surprised when Book Two blew it out of the water!



Mallory is torn between two friends and cares for both of them because they balance each other.

Jacob and Ares both are totally besotted with Mallory and are willing to share. Book Two has some

scorching scenes between the three of them. Jacob is on the verge of doing something that would

destroy what they have. Will he be able to stop what he has set in motion or is it too late? Mallory

gets a surprise phone call that may change what her, Jacob, and Ares have, also. Book Two is full

of surprises and hot action, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹and I was completely engrossed in the storyline. I can't

wait till Book Three come out!! I received a complimentary copy in exchange for my honest review.

I was given a courtesy copy of this book for an honest review and honestly... The Billionaires'

Contestant 2 absolutely burns up the pages! A quick, enjoyable read, Myra Song gives readers

what they want and so much more. If you're looking for a hot menage book that will make your toes

curl... this book is for you.

wow, Mallory, Jacob and Ares story has really heated up in this next installment. A trip to DC brings

out another side to the relationships but when Jacob meets with someone Ares has asked him not

to all maybe lost and not attainable because of betrayal. Realizing what he may have lost they rush

home to fix it. Mallory is angry at Jacob and he realized it may have cost him his Home. but what is

to come in part 3 may just destroy Mallory , her past calls and it's not a good thing.such a fantastic

series can't wait for more.I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy.

***I was given this ARC for an honest review***The three characters Mallory, Jacob and Ares are a

love fest. They have found a love that is deep and fulfilling for all three. Jacob,though, has lost sight

of what is really important and is trying to hide his wrongful thinking from Ares. He wants a

government contract and knows Ares doesn't want anything to do with the government. Mallory

makes Jake see the error of his ways and they go to stop Ares from doing something he will regret.

Now that they are back together, here comes a blast from Mallory's past to upset the apple cart.

Another great continuation about Jacob, Mallory, and Ares. Things change for the couple.

Questions are answered, feelings are shatter, and control is shared.

The chubby girl gets the two super sexy over-the-top protective alpha males. They just love her for

who she is. Swoon.
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